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Increases in electronic transactions and identity theft have caused 
banks to turn to back-office automation for dispute tracking. Our 
automated dispute management systems assist in compliance while 
eliminating the headache of manual processes.



With the growing number of incoming disputes, using spreadsheets as a 
tracking tool has become time consuming and burdensome. Regulation E is a 
CFPB rule around Electronic Funds Transfer dispute resolution between finan-
cial institutions and consumers. Regulation E rules are complex and require 
careful analysis of claims to ensure compliance and minimize bank losses. 

Banks that continue to use manual and paper-based approaches to process 
Regulation E disputes are at risk of non-compliance and costly errors. Missed 
deadlines, poor allocation of specialized workers and mismanagement of poli-
cies can all jeopardize compliance and negatively 
impact your bottom line. 

To make the management of Reg E Disputes easi-
er and reduce potentially costly risks, banks should 
look for the following 5 features when automating 
their dispute tracking process: 

1. Core System Integration

Introducing daily file-batch exchange or API inte-
gration into your core is an important step in reduc-
ing manual work around dispute tracking. Custom-
er data already exists in your core, so setting up 
integration enables this data to pre-fill forms and 
customer notices. This also allows you to auto-
mate GL adjustments and the process of posting to 
customer accounts. 

2. Digitizing Paper-Based Processes

Digitizing form submissions with electronic documents and digital signatures 
allows your retail staff to quickly and easily fill out forms, eliminating delays. 

3. Automatic Notice Generation 

Letter generation is one of the most time-consuming steps for the back office. 
It requires rekeying customer addresses, transaction details and adjustments. 
An integrated document-generation system ensures compliance by using pre 
approved letters. 

4. Deadline and Data Alerts

Missed deadlines are the most commonly reported deficiencies in audits. 
In most situations, missed deadlines occur due to human error in recording 
dates. A comprehensive alert system checks that all necessary steps have been 
performed prior to your deadlines. A rule-based alert system tracks deadlines 
and data to ensure a smooth audit. 

5. Dependable Liability Calculations 

Use liability calculations to ensure accurate allocation of losses to responsible 
parties. The dispute-tracking system allows a variety of liability calulations to 
be made accurately and easily. The steps above will help streamline and simpli-
fy your Reg E disputes. 

“Before FINBOA, I would spend a 

week getting caught up on Reg E 

disputes whenever I returned from 

vacation. With FINBOA, it takes me 

a few hours. I am very pleased with 

how much easier it is to  

manage my Reg E claims.” 

– Stephanie Morrill, First Bank



HOW CAN FINBOA HELP

FINBOA provides an end-to-end process automation optimized for Reg E and other regulations. FINBOA eliminates 
the need for multiple systems and manual steps, which cause regulatory deficiencies, customer frustration, and require 

time-consuming and expensive oversight. 
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